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What is informed consent?

• A prerequisite to study participation

• Informed consent is a process

• Participant is given information they need to make a decision about 
participation in a study

• Ethics principle of respect for persons
• Nuremberg code

• Helsinki Declaration

• Belmont report



Considerations for informed consent

• Information

• Comprehension

• Voluntariness

Belmont Report



Traditional informed consent

• Informed consent 
document

• Usually evidenced by a 
signed consent document

• Witness required



Why research during an epidemic?

• Epidemics are events of nature
• Natural setting/laboratory for an investigation/experiment

• Organism may be new or strain of existing organism may change
• Genotyping and sero-epidemiology

• Describe the natural history

• Test new diagnostics, vaccines and treatments

• Postmortem research may further understanding of disease 
pathology



Unique features during an epidemic

• Absence of standard treatment or standard of care

• High infection rates and or mortality

• Limited resources

• Tensions about priority of care versus research

• Infodemic

• Misconceptions about the disease

• Heightened levels of anxiety



Challenges to the informed consent

• Study participants may be infectious

• Isolation or quarantined

• Lockdown or restricted movement 

• Therapeutic misconception confounds understanding

• Information about condition is rapidly changing

• Admitted in the intensive care unit

• Voluntariness and decisional capacity 

• Consent for research after death

• Bio-banking and risk of bio-piracy



Study participants may be infectious

• Highly infectious agent

• High risk of transmission

• High basic reproductive rate

• Lack of sufficient PPE



Isolation or quarantined

• Restricted access to potential 
study participants

• Mental health status due to 
isolation and social distancing

• Study participation is 
opportunity to “socialize”



Lockdown or restricted movement 

• Should research be considered 
an “essential” service?

• Public health interventions may 
conflict with proposed research 
activities



Therapeutic misconception confounds 
understanding

• Is this research or treatment

• Absence of effective treatment

• Opportunity to access 
experimental products

• Randomization and placebo 
design?

• Inability to weigh the benefits 
versus risks



Information about condition is rapidly 
changing

• Is the disease airborne, droplet 
transmission or not?

• Should I wear one mask or two?

• Does hydroxychloroquine work 
or not?

• Should I participate in a trial 
using Ivermectin? 

• Should participants be re-
consented when there is a shift 
in knowledge?





Admitted in the intensive care unit

• What is the survival of 
participants admitted in the 
ICU?

• Are study participants able to 
consent?

• Next of kin may not be allowed 
to health facility
• Too distressed or anxious to 

provide proxy consent



Voluntariness and decisional capacity 

• Fear of infection or death

• Uncertainty

• Diminished capacity

• Vulnerability

• Should investigators measure 
voluntariness before consent 
participants?



Consent for research after death

• Epidemics often cause significant 
mortality

• Valuable information may be 
held in clinical data and 
specimens

• Should data from dead 
participants be used?

• Who will consent for their use?

• Advance written notice



Bio-banking and risk of bio-piracy

• Routine sample collection
• Repurposing for research

• Storage of specimens

• Shipment of samples

• Data sharing

• Who consents for sharing?
• Blanket or broad?

• Risk of biopiracy from the Ebola 
experience in West Africa 



Should research regulation be relaxed in an 
epidemic?



Should research regulation be relaxed in an 
epidemic?

• So, which regulations should be revised?

• And to what extent?



Informed consent waiver

• Should informed consent be waived for research involving epidemics?



Waiver of informed consent under 45 Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) 46.116 (d)

• The research involves no more than minimal risk to the subjects;

• The waiver or alteration will not adversely affect the rights and 
welfare of the subjects;

• The research could not practicably be carried out without the waiver 
or alteration and

• Whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided with additional 
pertinent information after participation.
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Alternate approaches to informed consent 
process
• Verbal consent

• Short form consent

• Virtual consent

• Digital/ electronic consent (eConsent)
• Electronic video

• Video assisted informed consent

• Audio

• REDCap

• Advance notice

• Consent waiver followed by deferred proxy consent



Standard written 
informed consent

Waiver of 
consent

proxy

defer

electronic/ digital

verbal

Short form 
consent

Advance notice

virtual

audio



eConsent

• COVID-19 has seen growth in the eConsent studies

• July 2020

• FDA released documents recommending eConsent over traditional 
consent, when appropriate technology is available















Key considerations for e-Consent

• Accessibility and user-friendliness of e-consent

• User engagement and comprehension

• Customisability to participant preferences and demographics

• Data security –secure platforms

• Impact on research teams

• Integrity- guidance and compliance

Skelton E, Drey N et al 2020



eConsent

Challenges
• Access to smart devices

• Illiterate to technology

• Assessing capacity

• Institutional policies

Benefits
• Infection control

• Enhanced understanding

• Remote enrollment

• Regulatory compliance- digital 
records

• Mitigate potential for in-person 
coercion

Jaton E, Stang J et al 2021



Conclusion

• Informed consent remains a core component of ethical research 
including epidemic settings

• We should not seek for ways to circumnavigate the process

• Flexibility to adopt alternative, innovative and acceptable ways of 
obtaining informed consent

• Embrace the opportunities of technological advancement

• Collective effort of investigators, research ethics committees and 
regulatory bodies
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